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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

LawBase to Attend M&L Summer Forum

Denver – June 26, 2017 – LawBase, the leading case and matter management system designed to increase
productivity, today announces company executive, Jim Stewart, will be in attendance at the M&L Summer
Forum being in Asheville, NC, June 29 – July 1, 2017.
This is a bi-annual event that has been taking place for more than 20 years and includes 30 law firms from across
the country and Canada. The event is open to personal injury law firms, one firm per advertising district with
attorneys, marketing directors, and law firm managers as the attendees.
“This is an event we attend every year and thoroughly enjoy the organization and networking with the
attendees,” states Phil Homburger, president of LawBase. “Personal injury attorneys attend this event to learn
more about how to manage their work flow and to learn about new tools, technology and marketing initiatives
that will make their firm more productive. This is a great place for Jim to showcase LawBase to the attendees so
they can see first-hand how it can help their firm.”
LawBase is an easy to use, powerful and configurable case management solution, known for incredible flexibility
without sacrificing functionality. LawBase’s strengths include its wide array of integrations with other popular
legal software that maximize the return on investment for users. LawBase allows law firms, corporate legal
departments and government agencies to track a file’s progress, maintain client files within various areas of the
law, keep complete calendars and schedules, maintain file room management and perform large repetitive tasks
with just a few keystrokes, saving time and money.
Registration and more information on this event is available at http://www.mlmeeting.com/.
About LawBase
LawBase (www.lawbase.com) is the leading case and matter management software package in the legal industry
and currently being used by thousands in law firms, Fortune 500 corporate legal departments and government
agencies nationwide. LawBase was developed by Synaptec Software, a veteran company in the software field
with more than 38 years of experience in developing the most adaptable, intuitive case and matter management
product on the market today.
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